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CanTalk oﬀers free live over-the-phone language
service in support of Syrian re-settlement
[Feb.1, 2016] To assist with the settlement activities for arriving Syrian families, CanTalk (Canada) Inc. is
oﬀering to provide services aimed at removing language barriers! The proposal is 20,000 FREE minutes
of IMMEDIATE and LIVE over-the-phone language service anywhere and anytime within Canada, speciﬁc
to Manitoba companies and organizations.
These language services may be used to assist those on the frontlines of re-settlement service provision
– be it medical, relief, transportation or whatever requirement might arise. CanTalk will provide
Interpretation over-the-phone in the Arabic language for organizations, not-for-proﬁts, front line
agencies, schools, etc.
CanTalk’s language service is straightforward to use. All that’s required is a phone at the point when
immediate language support is needed. Within seconds, CanTalk will connect a live language
interpreter to either sponsors of resettlement initiatives who don’t speak Arabic, or Syrian families so
they can communicate in their native language.
• A speciﬁc toll free 1-800 number will be provided
• A CanTalk facilitator will answer the call with a customized greeting
such as “Syrian Re-Settlement Support line”
• The CanTalk language facilitator will transfer the call to an interpreter. Typically
it takes less than 60 seconds for the interpreter to come on the line
• The call will then proceed with the interpreter
For more than 20 years, CanTalk Canada, a home-grown Manitoba company, has provided ON DEMAND
language services to clients across North America. Through the provision of over 155 languages, it
delivers immediate, live, over-the-phone interpretation for many emergency-based situations - health
related, legal, federal and provincial, as well as general information requirements.
Call CanTalk today to learn more about our Syrian Re-Settlement Support (SRS) interpretation program
and to enroll your business for this free service.
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